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Man’s Final Ordeal is with Woman(’s Dark) 
To Be Humbled Beyond (Adi Da’s State of) Oneness1 

 
‘My’ Surrender to and Actually Becoming Adi Da(’s State of 7th Stage Realization) 

was, although not nothing, relatively easy for Me; He greatly paved the Way and ‘I’ on my 
turn am gifted with this combination of Force as Truth and Humbleness – what’s the 
difference in the End. 

What ‘I’ Do – or in Fact Allow – now though, is much, incomparably much more 
difficult and (historically) totally unique: to Bring the Truth into (a) Woman’s Body – in Her 
Whole Body, even in the apparently inaccessible and dangerous Dark lower spheres. 

This moment I cannot say whether we’ll manage or not or to what extent. It’s a crazy 
hell of an ordeal, requiring from Me the subtlest dance with Ego imaginable, requiring from 
Woman a Dedication to Truth that simply never happened before. 

To Truth, yes, instead of to Her (grosser or spiritual) Ego as has always been the case 
so far. Her Dedication to Truth is a Reflection of My Being Truth, the One Egoless Truth 
Living Consciously the Two. 

She Herself, without Me (Being Truth), cannot have this Dedication, impossible. ‘I’, 
Man, the Male Force, Create(d) Her, but still we have to Do It Together. Allowing to Be 
Bodily Created (as Truth) is the Same Ordeal as the Creation Itself. 

To Bring Consciousness in Woman’s lower spheres is such hell that almost no men 
even start the Ordeal. Still, without This Happening, Man’s possible Bright Realization of 
Truth will – at most – remain something great to look at, admire and maybe (try to) copy but 
It doesn’t Fundamentally Touch the Earth – as long as Woman is not Whole-Heartedly and 
Whole-Bodily Involved. 

I can only say I’m sorry for man if he’s so busy with his own greatness or business 
and by that, by this self- or Self obsession, doesn’t See the Function of Woman (in the Whole 
Process of a Human Being), Which, if Natural Love for Her is Allowed, becomes Obvious by 
Itself. 

Adi Da has had and still has His Own Great Function in the Spiritual Development of 
Humanity. Of Woman though He does (or did) hardly Understand anything – like most 
Masters. He was and stayed Man, Man the Spiritual Conqueror, Liberator. He wouldn’t and 
didn’t Allow to Become Woman – and Man’s Becoming and Living Woman is Necessary for 
Woman (and therefore for Man, as She is Part of Himself) to Become Truth, to Become 
Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily Truth. 

He thinks (or thought) He Allowed but in fact what He did was to Absorb and 
Integrate in Himself the Female Shakti – so She would always be with Him, but merely 
supporting Him. He didn’t Become Her Himself. This would have gone much too far for Him 
and it was not Part of His Function anyhow. He was much too reluctant to and apprehensive 
of this (extreme Vulnerability). Gone would be the Hero. 
                                                 
1 For people interested in a more elaborate article on Adi Da, See Da, June 2005. 
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Truly, He asked Her, ‘the Lady’, to come to Him and subsequently to not leave Him 
any more. Asking – unavoidably related with wanting – is inherently egoic. One can state that 
the spiritual search stops – as far as it is about ‘Woman’ at least – once Energy (or Shakti) is 
with you and stays permanently,2 but of course in this case one’s state of being is based on 
Ego, on Wanting, on a Lie. If Ego got what it wanted – and the search has ended – that’s not 
the same as an Egoless State. The whole thing is still based on Ego. Shakti – Energy – is not 
Naturally, Egolessly, Surrendered in Man’s Truth Beyond Energy. She takes care of Him 
instead, an unhealthy unTruthful situation. 

Anyway, as indicated before, it is simply not True, that when Energy (Shakti) seems to 
be permanently with you, ‘Woman’ would be with you. Woman Is Duality. Forms come and 
go. Just so with Energy. In Fact, Woman is There when there is (Conscious) Surrender into 
(and not to) Duality – not in case of mere Surrender into (the Male World of) ‘Oneness’, 
Oneness even when simultaneously radiating a strong Energy. Simultaneity is not the same as 
Sameness. 

In Truth, in the Truth of Man and Woman, Man doesn’t ask Woman nor conquers Her 
nor uses Her for Himself, for His Wholeness. In Truth Man doesn’t ask anything of Woman, 
He offers Himself completely. In Truth Man Shows Woman She is (Always Already) Part of 
Him, of His Already Wholeness – a Hell of a Job – and if She Recognizes that He is Truthful 
in This, that He Really Actually Lives Woman as His Own Heart and Body without the 
slightest separation3 from Her (‘normal’ State of Separation), She ‘Goes in Him’.4 

                                                 
2 If one goes seriously deeper into things one cannot but See-Feel and conclude that one of the main 

characteristics of ‘Woman’ or ‘Energy’ is her instability, impermanence. It’s an egoic dream that if one 
Really Lives the Whole Truth, Both Sides of Life’s Duality therefore, the Shakti would always be fully 
forcefully unlimitedly shiningly present. Shakti is Form and Form is susceptible and even bound to change. 
Shakti can be cultivated, but that’s another story. One can surrender to Shakti – also another story. You can’t 
serve two ‘Lords’ though, or here: you can’t serve the Lord and the Queen. If you Surrender to Truth, Energy 
will come in whatever forms and qualities and to whatever extent appropriate for whatever situation. If one 
surrenders to Energy Truth does not Come though. The Only True Service to the Queen is True Service to 
the ‘Lord’, to the Male Force. It’s a long humbling Way Down into the Mud to See this in all Clarity. But it 
can be Seen then that Man Is the Whole and Serving the Whole Includes Serving Woman. True Man doesn’t 
Know how not to Serve Woman, to Serve Her as (Part of) Himself and not as (an) ‘Other’. This True Service 
is, in a way, the opposite of pleasing Her but in Fact Beyond pleasing Her or not. It’s Nature Itself, this 
Service, so Simply Pure that one doesn’t understand the word ‘service’ any more. 

3 One form that Man’s separation from Woman takes is when the spiritual male teacher or master – or any 
man-form of course – tries to make clear to Woman that She is doing something ‘wrong’ or unTrue if She 
cramps energetically and by this resists to receive Him, instead of Showing Her that cramp, resistance is 
Basic Natural Part of the Whole. This error of Man amounts to a lack of Consciousness. Instead of 
Accepting, Feeling, Bodily Living, even co-Suffering Her, He – as Woman – tries to seduce Her into 
Surrendering the cramp, Her resistance into Him, into Man (which in itself would give a relief from the 
cramp indeed and, true, the seduction to seduce Her in this respect is almost irresistible for Man). 

4 Or in fact the ‘Going in’ is more a noticeable sign of the Realization of Oneness of Man and Woman Taking 
Place. It is comparable to My Seeing of ‘the Golden Buddha’ when Realization of Truth Happened here. The 
Golden Buddha is a sign and not the Realization itself. 
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And only then There is and was no Ego involved in the Union. If there is Ego involved 
– like in Da’s case – the Union is based on quicksand, and cannot be called a True Union 
(albeit maybe a great success for ‘Male’ Ego (or in fact: for unMet, unTranscended, not 
(Fully) Seen Female Ego in Himself)). 
 

For a Man, Becoming Woman – and this is what quite some spiritually interested 
people falsely presume – is not the same as carrying Female Shakti in the belly (or in the 
whole Body). It cannot Happen by winning Shakti for yourself, It cannot Be by Surrendering 
to a (Male or even Female) Master who carries this Shakti within Him- (or Her)self. It won’t 
Be by Praying to, Adoring, Attuning to, Meditating on, Loving or even Surrendering to the 
Divine Woman Herself. It, Becoming Woman, Only Happens by, Actually, Whole-Heartedly 
and Whole-Bodily, Feeling Woman’s Pain, Her Drama of Separation, Her Drama of Duality 
(as your own). 

Divine Woman Came to Me and Went in Me when She Recognized My (Man’s) 
Total, even Bodily Lived Love for and as Her which was eventually Manifesting as a terrible 
and until that moment unexperienced deep crying from (Her) Pain coming through My throat 
– my mouth opened much wider than it is able to – Manifesting as an unstoppable river of 
tears Feeling Her Pain of having (seemingly, but in Her experience actually) lost Me, Man, 
Her Source and Heart and Eye and All, Her Only Safety, Trust, Love and Beloved. 

Man, spiritual or otherwise: Finally Grow Up, Finally Be Humble therefore. I can 
‘Teach’ (or in fact Show) you Humbleness, if only you would be so Humble to Recognize Me 
(‘and’ My Humbleness). 

Man, you always make the same Error – including You, Da. You, Egoically, Want to 
Relieve Woman from Her Pain – without (First, or at all) Becoming it. Understand, Finally, 
She will never ever Surrender to You, if you don’t Become all of Her, all Her Pain. That You 
are Her Hero is not Enough. The Hero is a picture. You have to Actually Do It. Become Her. 
Live Her. Be Her. Feel Her. Sacrifice the Whole Body into Her, the Whole damned thing. 
Your Great Consciousness may Outshine all the Universe… but Woman is still sitting here. 
And She cannot even cry, She is so stuck. 

When and as long as She is stuck You are stuck, (as) She Is Part of You. 
Man, you ‘have to’ Learn (as Me, as this is impossible as yourself) to Surrender, to 

Man and to Woman – to Woman as Part of Man. Bring Light in Woman’s Body, high and low 
and Be in Hell. Don’t dream about the Light (too much, if at all), the Dark is your Business. 
As Man you are not in Love with your own image as Narcissus is. You are not in Love with 
your own Light, your own Bliss, your Consciousness, your Male Force. No, you’re in Love 
with the Dark, Woman’s Darkness. 

When you hear an awful roaring of a huge monster coming out of the Dark cave you 
don’t yell and try to seduce the monster to come out of the cave and Surrender into your 
blinking dayLight. No, you go into the cave and let yourself be completely eaten – only then 
to Suddenly Reveal that you cannot be Killed, that the monster is Part of You, (only) by 
which the monster suddenly loses its anti-Manness. She will only Manifest Her Love for You 
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if you’ve overcome all your fear of Her, if the Monster is actually Touched and Transcended 
– Touched by your Love for it and Transcended into that same Love which you Manifest on 
earth. 

It’s a long way Down – before She really Hears you, Sees you, Loves you, before She 
Recognizes the Teeth you have to Show (and of which She’s so afraid) to Be Her Own. 

A Sign of Man’s Seriousness – Beyond His words and Consciousness – in His Love 
for Woman and His Totally Including Her in Himself is whether or not Man Actually and 
Consciously Lives Duality – and therefore Woman Herself – as Part of Himself. Is Duality 
merely pushed to the background as not interesting, not important, even as non-existent, 
something that would be totally Gone or Outshone if Oneness is truly Realized and Lived? 
Does Man present Himself as (Only) the One in Whom all Duality has Disappeared and 
everybody’s Duality will Disappear if only they take Serious, See and Submit to His (State of) 
Oneness, His Being the One Indivisible Non-Differential Divine Presence? 

Or does He Actually Live and therefore Include Duality (or: Woman) in His Teaching 
and scriptures? Is ‘Woman’ some – separate – subject maybe – or not even that? Is it all about 
Him, about Man, or is Woman a Natural Integral Part of His Work, Teaching and Revelation? 
If not, like in Adi Da’s case, He simply doesn’t See (at all) the Role of Woman in and as a 
Natural, Integral Part of the Whole. In short: He does not See Woman. As Narcissus He Sees 
only Himself. Woman is supposed to See Him, to Realize and Be like Him – non-
differentially. Why, if She has to Be Like Him, has She got a different Body then and why 
does it, why does She Function so differently?5 

Man, in Truth, Must simply Do His Job: Realize and Live His Oneness as Man and for 
the rest not bother and talk too much about It but rather Come Back to, Dedicate and Give 
Himself to Woman. 

It’s true, Da said once that His being with and relation with His women was the most 
difficult thing in His life. This is a very truthful and honest remark and an indication of the 
True Ultimate Ordeal of Man: the Ordeal with Woman. But how come this ‘greatest 
difficulty’ of all is not foundational to nor even at all part of His great Work, His very (what 
content (and also size) is concerned) impressive library, He Who writes about and teaches 
everything, even showing His students “how to floss their teeth”? 

Of course the answer is simple – and, basically, twofold. One is: He does not See 
Woman and Her Natural Role in the Whole.6 He is, egoically, staring Himself blind in the 

                                                 
5 It’s not so that only in the second chakra or sphere of life one would be Man or Woman and for the rest it 

wouldn’t matter in and as what Body one exists. The Whole Body-Being is Permeated by the Fact of being a 
Man or a Woman – contrary to what spiritual people suppose in their non-understanding of and seeming 
disinterest in Manifestation. 

6 Not directly the topic of this essay, but to have at least some more clarity about Woman’s Natural Function 
or Ordeal the following points are given here to let go through you. Note that without Male Presence, Male 
Force, these Functions don’t make sense; only in Relation things make Sense. 

 
  � Woman shares Her forms with Man. In general, She Brings Woman’s or: the World’s ‘karma’ (unFelt, 

unTranscended, non-manifested, stuck Pain) to Man’s Heart. 
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pond reflecting Man’s Own Greatness as Oneness, Oneness Including – indeed – Man and 
Woman. But Who or What Is this Woman? He never Looked Her in the Eye. 

The second explanation – related to the first – is that He did not or hardly Actually 
Live the True Ordeal with Woman, the Totally Humbling Process of Man and Woman, 
Constantly Living Her Pain ‘and’ Darkness in His Own Body in Non-Separate Relation with 
Her. If man doesn’t Do So it’s indeed difficult to See. He just didn’t (want to) get it. Woman 
was to Bow for Man, for Him as a matter of fact, but not Man for Woman. And therefore He 
had to bow for Woman(’s Ego), for the Female Separative Force, although unconsciously. 

He was too afraid that His picture of the Great and Perfect One would be destroyed if 
He Associated ‘too much’ with Woman, with Her Dual World – which is just a click-clack for 
Him. Just See the click-clack and that’s all there is to it, that’s settled, let’s not bother about it 
any further. Come back to your “egoless” practice to overcome Duality and Realize the One, 
Him, in yourself. Indeed His Picture would have broken down if He would have Allowed 
Woman (more) to naturally influence and weaken His seemingly unassailable State. ‘Woman’ 
knows what to do with ‘Man’s Perfection’. 

The practice, any practice, even a “perfect practice”, to, ultimately, Realize the One 
can of course not be egoless. Any attempt to overcome Duality is inherently egoic. One 
cannot overcome Duality, simply because one cannot overcome Life Itself. In itself, it’s not 
bad at all to Realize Oneness Beyond all Duality. But then, from then on, to deny the 
existence or importance of Duality – of Woman – is not a Humble Gesture of Intelligence, to 
say the least. 

Another, again related, third point if you wish, is that people by nature are (egoically, 
but anyway) attracted to Man(’s World), this Strong Straight Clear Conscious Painless 
Unproblematic World of the One – and not to Woman(’s World) with Her Dual Uncertainty, 
Unclarity, Unconsciousness, Pain and Problematic Nature. A teacher stressing mainly or 
usually even exclusively and on behalf of whatever degree and Depth of Realization the One 
– Man – will be or has quite a chance to become popular (amongst egos), surely if his 
teaching is accompanied and carried by an impressive and feelable Force. Ego is very much 

                                                                                                                                                         
  � She doesn’t (totally) deny the Force in Her Which Wants Union with Man, Wants to Return Wholly in 

His Heart, and thus doesn’t just settle in a cosy safe relationship with a Man-form. 
  � She shows Her Resistance to Man, to Consciousness. 
  � She shows (and not only denies nor shows merely bodily or with words) Her Love for Man and Shows 

in whatever way Her Natural Disgust for all Man-form(s) who are not Actually Living and Embodying Man. 
  � Not denying Her Love for Man – which denial would be (and commonly is) Her unHappiness – She 

Finds (the) Man Who may Touch Her 
  � She is Faithful to Man Him- or Itself and not to a(ny) Man-form. 
  � She Allows Man to Touch Her Darkness – ‘even’ Bodily – and Admits that She Wants and Is Co-

Responsible for this. And She, in Togetherness and Fight with Man, Resists Her Darkness to Be Touched. 
  � She Receives His Feedback in whatever form on Her Ego. There must be a basic Willingness to Let 

Her Ego Be Touched and to Transcend the attachment to whether suppressing or acting out the Ego. 
  � She Learns to Respect Her Own Duality, not be one-sided fixed on and exclusively egoically in love 

with Man’s Oneness. She Learns to See (and therefore Surrender in His Heart) all Her judgements to 
Woman, to Herself. 
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attracted to the seeming Oneness of (Male) Consciousness and (Female) Energy. All problems 
– read: Duality – are over if this State has been Realized. 

The ‘good’ thing for the teacher is that ‘the many’ will come. The ‘bad’ thing is they 
will (mainly) be egos, blinded by the Light. Egos like the teacher to, egoically, reinforce their 
dream, their hope for escape from suffering. The teacher could in principle see his own ego, 
his own Dark Spot, reflected in the ones who come and to whatever extent submit to him or to 
his safe teaching. 

Would people still come and stay if a teacher would not please their ego at all and just 
speak or in whatever way Radiate the Truth, that Duality can’t be Killed or overcome or 
permanently Outshone? No, of course not. Who’s attracted to the Holy Message of Pain? 
People want to see reflected in a mirror a state that is (or seems) Free from what they judge in 
themselves and would like to get rid of, overcome, transcend. Only very few people Love 
Truth Itself instead of their own (not Conscious) picture of how they (and a teacher) should 
and want to be. Define Bliss as the Ultimate Reality and Ego is totally satisfied, on both 
fronts: it can have the ‘goodies’ from life (Eternal Bliss) and it is (supposedly, but by spiritual 
definition) being truthful in doing so. What a Lie. What a (clever?) Ego. The from Duality 
Separate One defines Reality as he wishes. Accepting – and Surrendering, even Whole-
Bodily, into – (Dual, Painful, earthly) life is not easy, that’s true. 

It is Nature that Man Feels to Manifest on earth the Nature of Woman Surrendering to 
Man, of Woman (Earth)’s Reception of Him as the One Consciousness. If a Male teacher 
would always only talk to Man-forms, he soon wouldn’t talk any more or even not at all 
(unless he might be homosexual). Man wants to impress Woman, as long as He’s separate 
from Her – to ‘get’ Her, to Be(come) (supposedly) Whole Himself by this, and to use Her 
earthly power for Manifesting His particular form or formless structure of Consciousness. 

Yes, Woman has the Natural Tendency to Want to Surrender – to the One Who 
Knows. By this Surrender She who seemed to have left Him, separated from Him, Returns in 
Him, is Taken Back in and by Her Source. In itself this (Nature) is not unTrue. And so quite 
some women try to Surrender to the One Who Knows, Appearing in a Male Form. They 
cannot. They cannot if and as long as Man doesn’t (Wholly even) See Her but is merely 
occupied with and (naturally) longing for being Seen by Her, as long as he is Deluded to 
believe that She has to See Him. 

Well, in the Natural Course of the Process, of the Meeting of Man and Woman She 
Needs to See Him indeed, to See Him Deeper and Deeper. She Needs to See Man Beyond any 
Form, but this is only possible if – and this Goes Naturally Together with the by Him and Her 
Allowed circumstance that – He Sees Her. Woman cannot be conquered, won by and for 
Man. As long as Her Darkness is fundamentally unTouched by Man’s Heart, as long as 
there’s no Light in Her Womb – when for example She’s structurally and egoically (mislead 
and) guided away from Her Duality into (more and more and ultimately supposedly perfect) 
Oneness – She will always (and by Nature ‘Should’) Resist Him. 

Man therefore can only, Inherently Humbly, Create the Situation in Which Man and 
Woman – as One Heart – Descend in Woman’s Darkness and Duality. He Creates the 
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Situation in Which it becomes possible for Woman to Let Herself Be Touched in Her Heart – 
and, Ultimately, in Her Whole Body, by Him. Only this Situation, requiring Man and 
Woman’s Deepest Love for and Dedication to Each Other – for and to Truth therefore – might 
eventually Lead to Woman’s Body Being Wholly Enlivened, Enlightened by Man’s Heart. 
And this is only possible if Man Let Himself Be Humbly Endarkened by Woman – not Giving 
Up His Heart in this Process though. 

Only the Deepest Intelligence – Love – can Do all This. Only Man – or the Whole – 
can, if He Totally Sees and Actually Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily Lives the Fact that 
Woman is Always Already Part of Him and does not (just or even at all) urge Her to 
Surrender to Him, to See Him, but, on the contrary, is Always the First: in Making the Bow as 
Man to Woman, the First in Surrendering into the Other’s, into Her world (even though, 
indeed, ultimately not being True in itself but yet Part of His World), the First in Feeling all 
Pain and whatever discomforts that She has to Feel and, as Herself, always already feels 
throughout human history but so far merely Unconsciously. 

Man, by Divine Nature, is the First. He Has, as the First, to Live Her – and not, in 
vain, wait till finally She would See and Live Him. He, as the First, Has to Integrate Her 
Duality – which is at first strange and unReal to Him – in His Own Male Heart and Body. 
Only then, by Resonance, His Oneness can ‘Enter’ Her Heart and Body. 

As said before, this is a long long way down, Man – no matter if your name is Da or 
whatever. And I’m ‘afraid’ without True Humbleness it won’t Work. 


